
  

Jimmy Buffett and the Coral Reefer Band return to The Pavilion June 8, 2017. The concert starts at 8 p.m. and gates open at 6:00 p.m. Concertgoers attending the event 
have several parking options, including premium parking in the Official Jimmy Buffett Tailgating Lot. 

The parking lot located on the northeast corner of the Six Pines Drive and Lake Robbins Drive intersection has been designated as the Official Jimmy Buffett Tailgating Lot.  

This parking lot opens June 8, 2017 at NOON and closes at midnight (Vehicles must be parked by 4 p.m. Vehicles will not be admitted into the lot after 4p.m.). Overnight 
parking is not permitted. 

Cars: $65 / RV spaces $210. 

Tickets/Spaces are available for purchase, starting at 10a.m. on 03.01.17, at The Pavilion Box Office only. Tickets/Spaces will only be sold on the day of the event if available. If you 
wish to park a RV, a RV space MUST be purchased. RVs will not be able to park in multiple “car” tickets. 

 You MUST be parked by 4 p.m. The parking lot closes to incoming vehicle traffic at 4 p.m. 

 You are NOT allowed to choose your own parking space. Parking is determined by The Pavilion staff and your arrival time. Saving space(s) is not allowed. 

 Vehicles will NOT be allowed to leave and re-enter the parking lot once your space has been assigned. 

 Tailgating is limited to (1) one 8’X16’ space for CARS and (4) four 8’X16’ spaces for RV. If your CAR/TRUCK/CAMPER takes up more than a standard parking spot you will 
be required to purchase an additional spot. Please note, that RV’s MUST purchase an RV parking spot.  

 NO glass, weapons, fireworks or pets allowed. 

 Small propane grills only! No charcoal/wood pits allowed. Propane grills must not contain cylinders larger than 1 lb. 

 Trash containers and port-o-lets are located in the lot. 

 In order to ensure the safety of all guests, golf carts, Segways, hoverboards and motorized coolers are not permitted. 

 The Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavilion does not grant the right to display advertising, banners or signs or to distribute promotional items on property. Guests may be asked to 
remove inappropriate banners or signs. 

 Vending is not allowed on-site. 

 Guests are welcome to continue tailgating up to one hour after the end of the concert. However, in some instances, guests may be asked to clear the parking lots before 
that time. 

 Any violation of fire or safety regulations is subject to citations or removal from tailgating lot. 

 In the Official Jimmy Buffett Tailgating Lot, live entertainment will be provided, along with restrooms, trash cans and recycling containers. Guests are encouraged to 

drink responsibly. 


